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In this paper, neural networks (NNs) and adaptive robust control design method are
integrated to design a performance oriented control law with only output feedback for a
class of single-input-single-output nth order nonlinear systems in a normal form. The
nonlinearities in the system include repeatable unknown nonlinearities and nonrepeat-
able unknown nonlinearities such as external disturbances. In addition, unknown nonlin-
earities can exist in the control input channel as well. A high-gain observer is employed
to estimate the states of system. All unknown but repeatable nonlinear functions are
approximated by the outputs of multilayer neural networks with the estimated states as
inputs to achieve a better model compensation. All NN weights are tuned on-line. In
order to avoid possible divergence of on-line tuning, discontinuous projections with fic-
titious bounds are used in the weight adjusting law to make sure that all the weights are
adapted within a prescribed range. Theoretically, the resulting controller achieves a
guaranteed output tracking transient performance and a guaranteed final tracking accu-
racy in general. Certain robust control terms is then constructed to effectively attenuate
various model uncertainties and estimate errors. Furthermore, if all the states are avail-
able and the unknown nonlinear functions are in the functional ranges of the neural
networks, an asymptotic output tracking is also achieved to retain the perfect learning
capability of NNs in the ideal situation provided that the ideal NN weights fall within the
prescribed range. The output feedback neural network adaptive robust control is then
applied to the control of a linear motor drive system. Experiments are carried out to show
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and the excellent output tracking
performance. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2199860�
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1 Introduction
In recent years, controller design for systems having complex

nonlinear dynamics has become an increasingly important and
challenging topic. Nonlinearities in physical systems may appear
in various forms, hence, it is in general difficult to treat various
nonlinearities under a unified framework. In some situations, to be
worse, due to the limited knowledge about certain nonlinear
physical phenomena �e.g., friction�, it is also impossible to pre-
cisely describe the nonlinearities that can be used to capture those
physical phenomena. All these factors make it difficult to design
high performance controllers for nonlinear systems.

The appearance of neural networks �NNs� help us advancing
the design of high performance controllers for general uncertain
nonlinear systems considerably. Theoretically, as long as a suffi-
cient number of neurons are employed, a neural network can ap-
proximate a continuous function to an arbitrary accuracy on any
compact set �1–3�. Due to their universal approximation capabil-
ity, neural networks can be used to model certain complex non-
linear physical phenomena effectively. It is thus of practical sig-
nificance to use neural networks in nonlinear controller designs.

Neural networks have been applied to the control field recently
�4� and various results have been achieved �5–9�. A survey of the
application of NNs to control field was given in Ref. �4�, where
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modeling, identification, and control of nonlinear systems via neu-
ral networks were discussed. There are two main issues to be dealt
with in the use of neural networks for nonlinear control design.
First, the ideal synaptic weights of a neural network for approxi-
mating an unknown nonlinear function are usually unknown. Cer-
tain algorithms have to be derived to tune these unknown NN
weights on-line if NN is used to deal with various unknown non-
linear functions. In terms of control terminology, adaptation laws
are needed. Second, the ideal NN weights for the neutral network
to reconstruct an unknown nonlinear function exactly may not
exist, i.e., the unknown nonlinear function to be approximated
may not be in the functional range of the neural network. The
approximation error between the ideal output of a neural network
and the true nonlinear function cannot be assumed to be zero in
general although it may be very small. Thus, the issue of robust-
ness to the approximation errors needs to be considered when
certain on-line tuning rules are derived for the NN weights. For
applications in which only output is available for feedback, output
feedback design �10–12� and certain observer design need to be
employed. Unlike the cases in Refs. �13–15� where the structures
of systems are known, nonlinear Luenberger-type observers can-
not be applied here.

Recently, the adaptive robust control �ARC� approach has been
proposed in Refs. �16,17� for nonlinear systems in the presence of
both parametric uncertainties and nonrepeatable uncertain nonlin-
earities such as disturbances. The resulting ARC controllers
achieve a guaranteed output tracking transient performance and

final tracking accuracy in general. In addition, in the presence of
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parametric uncertainties only, an asymptotic output tracking is
achieved. These strong performance results achieved by ARC con-
trollers motivate us to investigate whether the essential idea of
ARC approach can be extended to the NN based controller de-
signs to further improve the achievable performance of NN based
controllers. At the same time, since only a special class of un-
known nonlinear functions—a linear combination of known basis
functions with unknown weights—has been considered in Refs.
�16,17�, such an extension is also of significant theoretical values
since a more general class of unknown nonlinearities can be dealt
with via NNs.

In this paper, the neural networks and ARC design philosophy
will be integrated to design performance oriented control laws for
a class of uncertain nonlinear systems. To present the idea in an
easy-following way, the paper focuses on the development of neu-
ral network adaptive robust controllers �NNARCs� with output
feedback for a class of single-input-single-output �SISO� nth order
nonlinear system in a normal form. The form allows unknown
nonlinearities existing in both system model and input channel,
and the unknown nonlinearities could include nonrepeatable non-
linearities such as external disturbances as well. A high-gain ob-
server is employed to estimate the system states. All unknown but
repeatable nonlinear functions will be approximated by the out-
puts of multilayer neural networks to achieve a better model com-
pensation for an improved performance. All NN weights are tuned
on-line with no prior training needed. The discontinuous projec-
tion method with fictitious bounds �18� will be used to make sure
that all NN weights are tuned within a prescribed range. By doing
so, a controlled learning is achieved to avoid the possible desta-
bilizing effect of on-line tuning of NN weights. Certain robust
control terms are constructed to attenuate various model uncer-
tainties effectively for a guaranteed output tracking transient per-
formance and a guaranteed final tracking accuracy in general—a
transient tracking performance that the existing NN based robust
adaptive controllers �5–9� cannot achieve. In addition, if all the
states of system are measurable, the unknown nonlinear function
is in the functional range of the neural network and the ideal
weights fall within the prescribed range, an asymptotic output
tracking is also achieved to retain the perfect learning capability
of neural networks in the ideal situation—a performance that ex-
isting NN based robust adaptive controllers �5–9� cannot have.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the problem for-
mulation is detailed in Sec. 2. Some mathematical preliminaries
are given in Sec. 3. The output feedback NNARC design is then
developed in Sec. 4. The experimental results are presented in
Sec. 5, followed by conclusions in Sec. 6.

2 Problem Formulation
The system to be considered in this paper has the following

form �19�

x�n� = f�x� + b�x�u�t� + ��x,t� �1�

where x is the system output, x= �x ,x�1� , . . . ,x�n−1��T is the state
variable vector with x�i� denoting the ith time derivative of the
output x , f�x� represents the unstructured state-dependent �or re-
peatable� unknown nonlinearity, b�x� is the unknown nonlinear
input gain, u�t� is the system input, and ��x , t� represents the
lumped nonrepeatable state-dependent nonlinearities such as dis-
turbances.

Since f�x� is not assumed to possess any special form, a three-
layer neural network will be employed to approximate it for a
better control performance. Thus, the following assumption is
made

ASSUMPTION 1 �2�. The NN approximation error associated
with the nonlinear function f is assumed to be bounded by

�f�x� − w f
Tg f�V fxa�� � � f�x�df, " x � Rn �2�
where � f�x� is a known non-negative bounded shape function of
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x ,df is an unknown positive constant, xa= �xT ,−1�T is the aug-
mented input vector to the neural network (−1 term denotes the
input bias), w f = �wf1 , . . . ,wfrf

�T is the hidden-output weight vec-
tor, V f = �v f1 , . . . ,v frf

�T�Rrf��n+1� is the input-hidden weight ma-
trix with v fi�R�n+1��1 ,rf is the number of neurons in the hidden
layer, and g f�V fx

a�= �gf1�v f1
T xa� , . . . ,gfrf

�v frf

T xa��T is the activation
function vector, whose elements are usually smooth and bounded.

Remark 1. According to theorems in Refs. �1,2�, nonlinearity f
can be approximated by the output of a multilayer neural network
to an arbitrarily accuracy on a compact set A f provided that the
number of the neurons is sufficiently large, i.e.,

�f�x� − w f
Tg f�V fxa�� � � f, " x � A f �3�

where � f is an arbitrarily small positive number, and A f is a
compact subset of Rn. Correspondingly, in Assumption 1, � f�x�
can be chosen as l and df can be arbitrarily small when x�A f.
Outside the compact set A f, the difference between the output of
the neural networks and the true value of the nonlinear function
may not be made arbitrarily small. It is however reasonable to
expect that the approximation error outside the compact set A f is
bounded by a known nonlinear function multiplied by an un-
known constant as assumed in Assumption 1.

In general, the form of the input gain b�x� may not be known.
However, it is practical to assume that b�x� has a known sign.
Thus, the following assumption is made:

ASSUMPTION 2. The input gain b�x� is nonzero with known sign.
Thus, without loss of generality, assume

b�x� � bl � 0 " x � Rn �4�

where bl is a known positive constant.
Furthermore, similar to Assumption 1, a three-layer neural net-

work can be used to estimate the nonlinear input gain b�x�. Thus,
the following assumption is made

ASSUMPTION 3. The nonlinear input gain b�x� can be approxi-
mated by the output of a multilayer neural network with

�b�x� − wb
Tgb�Vbxa�� � �b�x�db " x � Rn �5�

where �b�x� is a known non-negative bounded shape function of
x ,db is an unknown positive constant, wb , gb, and Vb are defined
in similar ways as w f , g f, and V f, respectively. It is assumed that
the number of neurons in the hidden-layer is rb. Then, wb
�Rrb�1, gb�Rrb�1, and Vb�Rrb��n+1�. Similar to Remark 1, db
can be made arbitrarily small, and �b=1 when only a compact set
Ab is considered.

Although it is usually difficult to predict the type of distur-
bances that the system is going to encounter, it is always true that
the disturbance is bounded in some ways. Hence, the following
practical assumption is made

ASSUMPTION 4. The nonrepeatable nonlinearity � is bounded
by

���x,t�� � ���x,t�d��t� �6�

where ���x , t� is a known non-negative bounded function, and
d��t� is an unknown non-negative bounded time-varying function.

Remark 2. It seems that the system �1� is less general than the
system x�n�=�T�x , t�	+ f�x�+b�x�u�t�+��x , t� proposed in Ref.
�20� with �T�x , t�	 representing the structured uncertainty. How-
ever, the structured nonlinearity �T�x , t�	 can be viewed as the
output of a two-layer �i.e., no hidden-layer� neural network with
x , t being the inputs, � being the activation function vector, and 	
being the weight vector. If � does not depend on time t explicitly,
then �T	 can be included in f�x�, and the system considered in
Ref. �20� is equivalent to system �1�.

For any sufficiently smooth desired output trajectory xd�t�, the
desired state trajectory is xd�t�= �xd ,xd

�1� , . . . ,xd
�n−1��T. The control
objective is to design a bounded control law for u such that the
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system state variable vector x tracks xd as closely as possible. If
the tracking error vector is defined x̃�t�=x�t�−xd�t�, the control
objective is equivalent to make the “size” of x̃�t� as small as
possible.

In the following derivations � �ˆ represents the estimate of

�� , � �˜ = � �ˆ − �� is the estimate error of ��. For example, ŵ f

= �ŵf1 , . . . , ŵfrf
�T is the estimate of the hidden-output weight vec-

tor, and ŵ f = ŵ f −w f is the estimation error of the hidden-output
weight vector. g f is the shorthand notation for g f�V fxa�, ĝ f repre-

sents g f�V̂ fxa�, and ǧ f stands for g f�V̂ fx̂a�.

3 Mathematical Preliminaries
Before discussing the controller design, some mathematical

preliminaries are presented.

3.1 Discontinuous Projection. Since w f and V f are constants,
it is true that each element of w f and V f is bounded, i.e.,


l,wfi
� wfi � 
u,wfi


l,vfij
� v fij � 
u,vfij

i = 1, . . . ,rf j = 1, . . . ,n + 1 �7�

where the lower and upper bounds 
l,wfi
, 
u,wfi

, 
l,v fij
and 
u,v fij

may not be known. It is also reasonable to require that the esti-
mates of the weights should be within the corresponding bounds.
However, due to the fact that these bounds are not known a prior;
certain fictitious bounds have to be used �18�, and the discontinu-
ous projection mapping will be constructed based on these ficti-
tious bounds. The following general notation is introduced �21,22�

Proj�̂�•� = �Proj�̂�•ij�� �8�

with its ijth element defined as

Proj�̂�•ij� =� 0 if ��̂ ij = 
̂u,�ij
and •ij � 0

or

�̂ ij = 
̂l,�ij
and •ij � 0

	
•ij otherwise

	 �9�

where 
̂l,�ij
and 
̂u,�ij

are the fictitious lower and upper bound of
�ij. For simplicity of notations, define 
̂�ij

=max��
̂l,�ij
� , �
̂u,�ij

� �,
and denote 
̂�= �
̂�ij

� and 
�= �
�ij
�.

3.2 Approximation Properties of Neural Networks. Since
neural networks will be used in control design and their weights
will be tuned on-line, it is beneficial to investigate the approxima-
tion properties of neural networks.

For a neural network with x̂�in��Rp+1, rather than x�in�, being
its input vector, V= �v1 , . . . ,vrn

�T�Rrn��p+1� being its input-
hidden weight matrix, g being the activation function vector, w
�Rm�rn being its hidden-output weight matrix, we have the fol-
lowing theorem

THEOREM 3.1. The output of neural network wTg�Vx�in�� can be

approximated by the estimate ŵTg�V̂x̂�in�� by the following form

wTg�Vx�in�� = ŵTǧ − w̃T�ǧ − ǧ�V̂x̂�in�� − w̃Tǧ�V̂x̂�in� + ďNN

�10�

where ǧ=g�V̂x̂�in��, ǧ�=diag�ǧ1� , . . . , ǧr�� with ǧi�=gi��v̂i
Tx̂�in��

=dgi
�z� /dz�z=v̂i

Tx̂�in�
, i=1, . . . ,rn, and residual term ďNN=

−w̃Tǧ�Vx̂�in�+wT�−ǧ�Vx̃�in�+O�
Vx�in�− V̂x̂�in� 
 �� with O�
Vx�in�

− V̂x̂�in� 
 � being the sum of the higher order terms. �

Proof. See Appendix A. �

LEMMA 3.1. The residual term ďNN can also be bounded by a

linear-in-parameter function, i.e.,
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ďNN
2 � �̌TY̌ �11�

where �̌ is an unknown vector constituting of positive elements,

and the known function vector Y̌ is defined as follows

Y̌ = �1, 
x̂�in�
2, 
ŵ
F
x̂�in�
2, 
V̂
F
x̂�in�
2�T � �12�

Proof. See Appendix B. �
According to Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, the following two

equations hold

w f
Tg f�V fxa� = ŵ f

Tǧ f − w̃ f
T�ǧ f − ǧ f�V̂ fx̂a� − ŵ f

Tǧ f�Ṽ fx̂a + ďfNN

�13�

wb
Tgb�Vbxa� = ŵb

Tǧb − w̃b
T�ǧb − ǧb�V̂bx̂a� − ŵb

Tǧb�Ṽbx̂a + ďfNN

�14�

where the notations are defined in the same way as in Theorem 3.1
and Lemma 3.1, and

�ďfNN� � �̌ f
TY̌ f Y̌ f = �1, 
x̂a
2, 
ŵ f
2
x̂a
2, 
V̂ f
F
x̂a
2�T �15�

�ďbNN� � �̌b
TY̌b Y̌b = �1, 
x̂a
2, 
ŵb
2
x̂a
2, 
V̂b
F
x̂a
2�T

�16�

4 NNARC Design with Output Feedback
Although it is usually assumed that the input-hidden weights

are known �5–7,23� and it can be achieved by the off-line training
of neural networks, it might be more practical and beneficial if
this assumption can be relaxed and input-hidden weights can be
tuned on-line. Furthermore, since it may not be possible to mea-
sure all the system states in reality, the output feedback control
will be developed in this section. In the following, for simplicity,
the sigmoid function will be used as activation functions. Other
type of activation functions �e.g., RBF �8�, bipolar sigmoid func-
tion �5�� can be worked out in the same way as long as the acti-
vation functions and their derivatives are bounded functions.

4.1 High-Gain Observer Design. In the case that only the
output x is available, an observer is needed to estimate x�i�, i
=1, . . . ,n−1. Since the forms of f�x� and b�x� are unknown, the
design methods of a nonlinear Luenberger-type observer devel-
oped in Refs. �13–15� cannot be applied. Hence, as in Refs.
�24,9�, a high-gain observer is introduced.

LEMMA 4.1. Suppose the function y�t� and its first n derivatives
are bounded. Consider the following linear system

�̇1 = 2

�

�̇n−1 = n

�̇n = − b1n − ¯ − bn−12 − 1 + y�t�

�17�

where � is any small positive constant, and the parameters
b1 , . . . ,bn−1 are chosen such that the polynomial sn+b1sn−1+ ¯

+bn−1s+1 is Hurwitz. Then, there exist positive constants Dk, k
=2, . . . ,n, and t* such that for all t� t*,

k+1

�k
− y�k� = − ���k+1� k = 1, . . . ,n − 1 �18�

� k+1

�k
− y�k�� � �Dk+1 k = 1, . . . ,n − 1 �19�

where �=n+b1n−1+ ¯ +bn−11 , ��k� denotes the kth derivative
of �, and ���k� � �Dk.
Proof. Refer to the proof of Lemma in Sec. 6.2 of Ref. �24�.
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4.2 Output Feedback NNARC Design. Since the control ob-
jective is to force x to track xd, a concise tracking error metric is
defined by �8�

s�t� =  d

dt
+ ��n−1

x̃�t� with � � 0 �20�

where x̃�t�=x�t�−xd�t� is the output tracking error, � is a positive
constant. �20� can be rewritten as s�t�=�Tx̃�t� with the ith element
of vector � being given by

Cn−1
i−1 �n−i =

�n − 1�!
�n − i� ! �i − 1�!

�n−i.

The equation s�t�=0 defines a hyperplane in the Rn state space on
which the tracking error vector exponentially converges to zero.
As a result, the perfect tracking can be asymptotically achieved by
maintaining this condition �25�.

If the system states are available, same as in Refs. �19,20�, the
following state feedback NNARC can be designed

u = ua + us �21�

with

ua = −
1

ŵb
Tĝb

�ar�t� + ŵ f
Tĝ f�

�22�

us = us1 + us2 us1 = −
1

bl
ks −

1

bl
��̂ f

TY f + �̂b
TYb�ua��sgn�s�

where k�0,ar�t�=�v
Tx̃−xd

�n� with �v
T= �0,�n−1 , . . . ,Cn−1

i−2 �n−i+1 ,
. . . , �n−1���, and us2 is a robust term.

However, since only the system output is available, the state
estimate x̂ is in order,

x̂ = �x,
2

�
, . . . ,

n

�n−1�T

�23�

Then, the error between x̂ and xd is �̂= x̂−xd= �x−xd ,2 /�−xd
�1� ,

. . . ,n /�n−1−xd
�n−1��T. Furthermore, the following variables are de-

fined

x̂a = �x̂T,− 1�T

� = �0,��2�, . . . ,��n��T

�24�
ŝ = �T� = �T�x̂ − xd� = s − ��T�

âr = �u
T� − xd

�n� = ar�t� − ��v
T�

By replacing the states with their estimates in control law �21�, the
following output feedback NNARC is obtained

u = ua + us �25�

with

ua = −
1

ŵb
Tǧb

�ar�t� + ŵ f
Tǧ f� ,

�26�

us = us1 + us2, us1 = −
1

bl
kŝ −

1

bl
��̌ f

TY̌ f + �̌b
TY̌b�ua��sgn�ŝ�

where k�0, and us2 is a robust term to be synthesized later.
By using control law �25� and considering the third equation in

�24�, the following error equation can be obtained

ṡ̂ = ṡ − ��T�̇ = x�n� + ar�t� − ��T�̇

= �f�x� + ar�t�� + b�x�ua + b�x�us + � − ��T�̇

= �f�x� − wTg f� + �wTg f − ŵTǧ f� + �ar�t� − âr�t�� + �b�x�
f f f
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− wb
Tgb�ua + �wb

Tgb − ŵb
Tǧb�ua + � + b�x�us2 + b�x�us1 − ��T�̇

= �f�x� − w f
Tg f + ďfNN� + �− w̃ f

T�ǧ f − ǧ f�V̂ fx̂a� − ŵ f
Tǧ f�Ṽ fx̂a�

+ ���u
T� − �T�̇� + ��b�x� − wb

Tgb − ďbNN� + �− w̃b
T�ǧb − ǧb�V̂bx̂a�

− ŵb
Tǧb�Ṽbx̂a��ua − k

b�x�
bl

ŝ −
b�x�

bl
�̌ f

TY̌ fsgn�ŝ�

−
b�x�

bl
�̌b

TY̌b�ua�sgn�ŝ� + b�x�us2 + � �27�

where Eqs. �13� and �14� are used in the derivation of the fourth
equality.

Similar to the adaptation laws in Refs. �19,20�, the following
adaptation laws are proposed

ẇ̂ f = Projŵ f
��wfŝ�ǧ f − ǧ f�V̂ fx̂a�� �28�

V̂
˙

f = ProjV̂ f
���vfx̂aŝŵ f

Tǧ f��
T� �29�

�̇̌ f = Proj�̌ f
���f�ŝ�Y̌ f� �30�

ẇ̂b = Projŵb
��wb�uaŝ�ǧb − ǧb�V̂bx̂a��� �31�

V̂
˙

b = ProjV̂b
���Vbuax̂aŝŵb

Tǧb��
T� �32�

�̇̌b = Proj�̌b
���b��ŝ�Y̌b�ua��� �33�

The robust control term us2 is synthesized to satisfy the following
conditions

ŝ��f�x� + ar�t�� + b�x�ua + � + b�x�us2� � �s0 �34�

ŝus2 � 0 �35�

where

�s0 = �ss +
�2��v

T� − �T�̇�2

D2 �6 �36�

with

�ss = �1 +
��

wf
2 − 

̂wf
2��



̂wf
2
�2

�1 + �1 +
��

wb
2 + 

̂wb
2��



̂wb
2
�2

�2

+ �3df
2 + �4db

2 + �5
d
�
2 �37�

in which �i , i=1, . . . ,6, and D are the positive design constants.
Remark 3. The robust term us2 satisfying Eqs. �34� and �35�

may be chosen by

us2 = − ks2s �38�
where ks2, is a nonlinear gain large enough such that ks2

��i=1
i=6hi

2 /4�i with h1� �1/�bl� 
 ĝ f 
 �
ŵ f 
 + 

̂wf 
 � , h2� �1/�bl�
� 
 ĝb 
 �
ŵb 
 + 

̂wb 
 � �ua�, h3� �1/�bl�� f, h4� �1/�bl� �ua ��b, h5

� �1/�bl���x , t�, h6� �1/�bl�D, 
ĝ f 
 =��i=1
i=rf 
 ĝfi
�

2 , and 
ĝb 

=��i=1

i=rb 
 ĝbi
�
2 .

THEOREM 4.1. With NNARC �25� and the adaptation laws
�28�–�33�, the following results hold:

A. In general, all signals are bounded. Furthermore, the
sliding error s�t� exponentially converges to a small
value and is bounded by

�s���exp�− 2kt��s�0� − ��T��0��2 +
�so

k
�1 − exp�− 2kt��

T
+ ��� �� �39�
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B. The actual tracking error is asymptotically bounded
by

lim
t→�

�x̃�i�� � 2i�i−n+1���s0

k
+ ���T��� �40�

C. When the discontinuous sign function sgn�ŝ� in Eq.
�26� is dropped or replaced by any continuous func-
tion v�ŝ� satisfying ŝv�ŝ��0, Results A and B still
remain valid.

D. If all the system states are available, f�x�
=w f

Tg f�V fxa� and b�x�=wb
Tgb�Vbxa� �3�, i.e., the non-

linear functions f and b are in the functional
range of the corresponding neural network respec-
tively, then, in addition to the results in A and B, an
asymptotic output tracking is achieved provided that
there is no external disturbance (i.e., �=0), and all
the ideal weights lie within the fictitious bounds (i.e.,

̂l,wfi

�wfi�
̂u,wfi
, 
̂l,v fij

�v fij �
̂u,� fij
, " i=1, . . . ,

rf , " j=1, . . . ,n , 0�� fk�
̂u,� fk
, k=1, . . . ,4 , 
̂l,wbi

�wbi�
̂u,wbi
, 
̂l,�bij

��bij �
̂u,�bij
, " i=1, . . . ,rb ,

" j=1, . . . ,n , 0��bk�
̂u,�bk
, k=1, . . . ,4�.

Proof. See Appendix C.
Remark 4. Results A and B of Theorem 4.1 show that the pro-

posed NNARC achieves a guaranteed transient performance and
final tracking accuracy in general; it is seen that the exponentially
converging rate 2k and the bounds of the final output tracking
error ���x̃ � ����−n+1���so /k+� ��T� � �� are related to the design
parameters k , �1 , �2 , �3, and �4 in known form, and can be ad-
justed by suitably choosing those design parameter. These results
are thus much stronger than those in Refs. �5–8�. In all those
schemes in Refs. �5–8�, the transient performance is not guaran-
teed. Although the final tracking error can be made arbitrarily
small by properly choosing the NN and the high-gain observer in
Ref. �9�, the transient performance is not clear, either. In this
sense, the result obtained here is stronger than that in Ref. �9�.

Remark 5. Based on the idea in Ref. �10�, it can also be shown
that the asymptotic tracking is possible in the case of output feed-
back when the persistent excitation condition is satisfied, f
=w f

Tg f, g=wb
Tgb, and �=0.

Remark 6. The high-gain observer may exhibit a peaking phe-
nomenon during the transient period �12�. In order to preventing
the peaking from being transmitted to the plant, the input satura-
tion method can be used �12�.

Remark 7. Remark 5 shows one possibility to achieve an
asymptotic tracking when only output feedback is used. However,
it is usually hard to check the condition of persistent excitation.
Result D of Theorem 4.1 shows another possibility when the full
state feedback is possible. The proposed NNARC is able to ac-
complish its learning goal �the assumptions in D of Theorem 4.1
represents the ideal situation that a neural network is intended to
be used for�. As a result, an improved tracking performance—
asymptotic output tracking—is achieved. It is noted that all pre-
vious research �5–7,9� cannot attain this level of perfect learning
capability.

Remark 8. It is clear that the larger the fictitious parameter
ranges chosen in the construction of the projection mappings �9�
are, the wider the approximation range of the resulting NN would
be. Thus, theoretically, if the control input is unlimited as implic-
itly assumed in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the fictitious parameter
ranges should be chosen larger enough so that the resulting NN is
able to approximate the unknown nonlinearities well to obtain
asymptotic output tracking performance stated in Result D of
Theorem 4.1. However, as in Ref. �18�, this should not be over-
done when the control input has a limited authority and the system
may be occasionally subjected to large disturbances as in most

applications; it has been observed in Refs. �26,18� that using too
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large fictitious bounds for on-line parameter estimates may result
in phenomenon similar to the usual integration windup problem
when the control input is saturated in the presence of occasional
large disturbances. Although the theoretical results have not been
well established in Refs. �26,18�, it is shown through experiments
and simulations that the integration windup problem may be alle-
viated by choosing the fictitious bounds appropriately. Thus, a
compromise has to be made between the NN approximation range
and the degree of the robustness to large disturbances and control
saturations in practice.

5 Experimental Studies
To test the proposed NNARC strategy and study fundamental

problems associated with high-accuracy motion control of linear
motor drive systems, the proposed NNARC will be used to con-
trol a two-axis X-Y positioning stage.

5.1 System Setup and Design Model. As shown in Fig. 1,
the two-axis X-Y positioning stage consists of four major compo-
nents: a precision X-Y stage with two integrated linear drive mo-
tors, two linear encoders with a measurement resolution of 1 �m
after quadrature, a servo controller, and a host PC. The two axes
of the X-Y stage are mounted orthogonally on a horizontal plane
with X axis on top of Y axis. A particular feature of the setup is
that the two linear motors are of different type: X axis is driven by
an Anorad LEM-S-3-S linear motor �epoxy core� and Y axis is
driven by an Anorad LCK-S-1 linear motor �iron core�. They rep-
resent the two most commonly used linear motors and have dif-
ferent characteristics. In the experiments, only X axis is used. The
control system is implemented using a dSPACE DS1103 control-
ler board. The controller executes programs at a sampling fre-
quency fs=2.5 kHz.

The system considered here is a linear positioning stage driven
by a current-controlled three-phase epoxy core linear motor sup-
ported by recirculating bearings. Since the system has a much
faster electrical response in comparison to the mechanical re-
sponse, the electrical dynamics are neglected. The mathematical
model of the system can thus be described by �20�

Mẍ = − Bx�1� − Fa�x,x�1�� + u + Fd�x,x�1�,t� �41�

where x represents the position of the inertia load, M is the nor-
malized �with respect to the unit input voltage� mass of the inertia
load plus the coil assembly, u is the input voltage to the motor, B
is the equivalent viscous friction coefficient of the system, Fa is
the lumped nonlinear force which includes the effects of nonlinear
friction and depends on both position and velocity, and Fd is the
normalized external disturbance force �e.g., cutting force in ma-
chining�, which may be state dependent and time-varying. It is
assumed that M, B are unknown constants, and Fd is bounded.
Dividing both sides of Eq. �41� yields the same form as Eq. �1�
with x= �x ,x�1��T , f�x�=−�B /M��x��1�−Fa /M , b�x�=1/M , �
=Fd /M. In order to focus on the effects of the totally unknown
force Fa, according to Remark 2, f�x� is split into two terms,

�1� �1�

Fig. 1 Experimental setup
−�B /M�x and −Fa /M with −�B /M�x having the form of
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�T	 , �=x�1� and 	=−B /M. In order to save the notation, from
now on, f�x�=−Fa /M. Since B /M and b�x� are simply unknown
constants, the main nonlinearity in the system is f�x�, and the
focus of NN design will be on f�x�.

5.2 Design of Neural Network and Adaptation Laws.
Based on the observations in Ref. �20�, the input vector to the NN
for f�x� is �x ,x�1� ,−1��T�. Since x�1� is not accessible, the high-gain
observer �17� is employed with n=2, b1=�2, �=1/ �2��260�
=6.12�10−4, and y=x to get the estimate of velocity as 2 /�.
Hence, the actual input to the NN is �x ,2 /� ,−1�T. Similar to that
in Ref. �20�, the structure of the NN is shown in Fig. 2, which has
three types of neurons.

1. Type-I: Five hidden neurons with a conventional sigmoid
function g�•�= �1−exp�−• �� / �1+exp�−• �� as activation
function are used to capture the phenomenon that Fa de-
pends on the velocity �especially, the direction of the
velocity� and slowly changes with position. Since the
slope of g�•� around the origin is unknown, the corre-
sponding input-hidden weights are assumed to be un-
known.

2. Type-II: Three hidden neurons with sinusoid type of
functions �sin�2� /0.03�x� , sin��6� /0.03�x�, and
sin��10� /0.03�x� being activation functions are used to
compensate for the force ripple, which is a periodic func-
tion of the position. The input-hidden weights is set to be
�1,0 ,0�T while the hidden-output weights are unknown.

3. Type-III: One hidden neuron with an identity function
g�•�=• as activation function is used to capture the
lumped average effect of all uncertainties including dis-
turbance. Corresponding to the input �x ,2 /� ,−1�T, its
input-hidden weights are set to be �0,0 ,1�T. The hidden-
output weight is unknown. In this case, since g�•� is an
identity function, it may also be viewed that there is no
hidden layer neuron.

Since the input-hidden weights are fixed in the last two types of
hidden neurons and the output of position is available, the corre-
sponding adaptation laws can be simplified into

ẇ̂ f = Projŵf��wf
ŝg f� �42�

where gfi=sin�2� /0.03x�, sin�6� /0.03x�, sin�10� /0.03x�, respec-

Fig. 2 NN structure for estimating −Fa /M
tively, for Type-II neurons, and gf =1 for Type-III neurons.
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For the structured uncertainty term �T	=−�B /M�x�1�, according
to Remark 2 and similar to Eq. �42�, the adaptation law for un-
known constant 	=−B /M is given as follows

	̂
˙

= Proj	̂�	ŝ
2

�
� �43�

where 2 /� is the estimate of velocity x�1�.
From Eq. �41�, it is clear that the input gain 1/M is a constant.

This property will be taken into account to simplify the NN for
b�x� by letting gb to be identity function. Consequently, there is no

hidden layer in NN for b�x�, and only ŵb �i.e., b̂� needs to be
adjusted. Correspondingly, adaptation laws �32� and �33� are not
needed, and the adaptation law �31� becomes

ẇ̂b = b̂
˙

= Projb̂��buaŝ� �44�

5.3 Output Feedback NNARC Control Law. Since no hid-
den layer exists in NN for b�x�, the robust control term

−�1/bl��̌b
TY̌b �ua �sgn�ŝ� in Eq. �26� is not needed. Furthermore, as

stated in Result C of Theorem 4.1, �2/��arctan��aŝ� can be used
to replace the sign function in Eq. �26� to avoid control input
chattering. The resulting us1 is

us1 = −
1

bl
�kŝ +

2

�
�̌ f

TY̌ f arctan��aŝ�� �45�

in which �a=90 is used in the experiments. For easy reference,
the NNARC for the linear motor system is given as follows

uNNARC =

âr�t� + 	̂
2

�
+ ŵ f

Tǧ f

b̂
−

1

bl
�kŝ +

2

�
�̌ f

TY̌ f arctan��aŝ�� + us2

�46�

where us2 assumes the form �38� with ks2=max�3,�i=1
i=5�hi

2 /4�i��.

5.4 Parameters in Control Law and Adaptation Laws. The
parameters used in control law are �=200 for the sliding plane
and k=20 as the constant gain. The final tracking accuracy indices
are �i=5000, i=1, . . . ,6. As discussed in Remark 6, a saturation
level u=10 V is set for the control input voltage.

As stated in Remark 8, the fictitious bounds of the NN weights
should be chosen based on the particular properties of the system
and the types of weights and neurons used. For Type-I neurons,
large fictitious bounds can be assumed for the input-hidden
weights since sigmoidal functions are always bounded by ±1. For
other types of neurons, the fictitious bounds of their weights need
to be chosen conservatively to avoid the possible integration
windup problem. Under this general guideline, the following dif-
ferent adaptation rates and fictitious bounds are chosen empiri-
cally

1. Type-I: For input-hidden weights, 2�103 is used as ad-
aptation rate, and the fictitious lower and upper bounds
are −3�103 and 3�103, respectively. For hidden-output
weights, adaptation rate is 3�102, and the fictitious
lower and upper bounds are −20 and 20, respectively.

2. Type-II: Only hidden-output weights are to be adjusted.
The adaptation rate is 103. The fictitious lower and upper
bounds are −20 and 20, respectively.

3. Type-III: Same as Type-II except that the adaptation rate
is 1.35�105.

The initial values of all the weights are zeros.
Since 0.025�M �0.1, bl=10 results. Standard least-square

identification is performed to obtain the parameters of the system.
The nominal values of M is 0.027 �V/m/s2�. So the nominal

value for b̂ is 1 /M =37.037. Since the true value of b may be
ˆ
unknown, b�0�=20 is used in the experiment. The adaptation rate
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is 6�102. The fictitious lower and upper bounds of 	 are assumed

the values of −11 and 0, the initial value is 	̂�0�=−8.111, and the
adaptation rate is 2�102.

5.5 Experimental Results. It is known that the main nonlin-
earity in the model �41� is Fa and the force ripple may produce
noticeable effects when the motor moves at a low speed �20�. In
order to investigate how NNARC deals with this unknown non-
linearity, a low speed point-to-point desired trajectory with a
maximum speed of 0.02 m/s is used, whose position, velocity,
and acceleration are given in Fig. 3.

The experimental results under the output feedback NNARC
are given in Figs. 4–9. From the result in Fig. 4, it is seen that the
output tracks the desired trajectory very well. In fact, the tracking
error mainly stays within ±2 �m except that the appearance of
spikes when the direction of velocity changes. It is not surprising
to see these spikes since NN can only approximate continuous
functions to arbitrary accuracy and may not be able to handle
discontinuous nonlinearity like Coulomb friction well. It is also
observed that the tracking error during the entire run is within
±8.5 �m. Based on all these observations, it can be concluded
that a high precision control of linear motor drive systems is

Fig. 3 Position, velocity, and acceleration of the desired
trajectory
Fig. 4 Position error
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achieved at low speed with output feedback only.
The output of the neural network is given in Figs. 5 and 6,

respectively. Figure 5 shows that the output of NN has a
discontinuous-jump-like shape when the velocity changes direc-
tions, which indicates the good approximation of the friction force
at the low speed. To gain more knowledge about the shape of the
NN output, a stable filter with transfer function 50/ �s+50� is used
to get rid of the noise effects. The filtered NN output is plotted
versus the position as shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the
filtered NN output tends to have a shape like the actual one in Fig.
7, which is cited from Ref. �20�. In terms of position x, the ap-
proximate period of the shape of the output of the NN is 0.03 m,
which is exactly the same as the length between the centers of two
adjacent permanent magnets of the motor.

In order to investigate how well the high-gain observer
works, the “true” velocity is obtained by the backward
difference of position measurement. The resolution of velocity
feedback is �position resolution/sampling interval�=10−6 / �4
�10−4�=0.0025 m/s. The comparative plots are given in Fig. 8.
It can be seen that the maximum error is about 0.005 m/s, which
is acceptable since the resolution of “true” velocity is 0.0025 m/s.
For completeness, the control input is shown in Fig. 9, which is

Fig. 5 NN output under output feedback NNARC „no filter…

Fig. 6 NN output „with filter 50/ „s+50…… for the segment of t

=25.8248 s to t=38.9052 s
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Fig. 9 Control input

a
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clearly bounded, and is less than the saturation level. Overall, the
proposed output feedback NNARC achieves an excellent output
tracking performance even with little knowledge of the system
and only the measurement of the position.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, the performance oriented NNARC laws have been

constructed for a class of nth order SISO uncertain nonlinear sys-
tems. Both full state feedback and output feedback cases are in-
vestigated. The proposed NNARC laws take full advantage of
both neural networks and ARC designs. The universal approxima-
tion capability of neural networks is utilized to approximate all
unknown but repeatable nonlinear functions to achieve a better
model compensation for an improved performance. All NN
weights are tuned on-line with no prior training needed. Discon-
tinuous projection mappings with fictitious bounds are used to
achieve a controlled learning even in the presence of neural net-
work approximation error and nonrepeatable nonlinearities such
as external disturbances. Certain robust feedback is constructed to
attenuate various model uncertainties effectively for a guaranteed
output tracking transient performance and a guaranteed final
tracking accuracy in general—a transient tracking performance
that existing NN based robust adaptive controllers cannot achieve.
The resulting full state feedback NNARC has the nice feature that
if the unknown nonlinear functions are in the functional ranges of
the neural networks and the ideal weights fall within the pre-
scribed range, an asymptotic output tracking is also achieved—a
performance that existing NN based robust adaptive controllers
cannot achieve. By applying the proposed NNARC to a linear
motor, the extensive experiments have been carried out to illus-
trate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy and a high resolu-
tion performance has been obtained with only output feedback
available.
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Appendix A
According to Taylor-series expansion, g�Vx�in�� can be approxi-

mated by g�V̂x̂�in�� as follows

g = ǧ + ǧ��Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in�� + O���Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in����

= ǧ + ǧ��Vx�in� − Vx̂�in� + Vx̂�in� − V̂x̂�in�� + O���Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in����

= ǧ − ǧ�Ṽx̂�in� − ǧ�Vx̃�in� + O���Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in���� �A1�

where O���Vx�in�− V̂x̂�in� � �� denotes the sum of higher order terms.
Subsequently,

wTg�Vx�in�� = ŵTg�Vx�in�� − w̃Tg�Vx�in��

= ŵT�ǧ − ǧ�Ṽx̂�in� − ǧ�Vx̃�in� + O���Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in�����

− w̃T�ǧ − ǧ�Ṽx̂�in� − ǧ�Vx̃�in� + O���Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in�����

= ŵTǧ − ŵTǧ�Ṽx̂�in� − w̃Tǧ + w̃Tǧ�Ṽx̂�in� + w�− ǧ�Vx̃�in�

+ O���Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in�����

= ŵTǧ − ŵTǧ�Ṽx̂�in� − w̃T�ǧ − ǧ�V̂x̂�in�� − w̃Tǧ�Vx̂�in�

+ w�− ǧ�Vx̃�in� + O���Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in�����

= ŵTǧ − ŵTǧ�Ṽx̂�in� − w̃T�ǧ − ǧ�V̂x̂�in�� + ďNN �A2�
Fig. 8 Estimate of velocity and “true” velocity
Fig. 7 F versus position „constant velocity 0.017 m/s…
which leads to Theorem 3.1.
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Appendix B

From Eq. �A1�, −ǧ�Vx̃�in�+O�
Vx�in�− V̂x̂�in� 
 �=g− ǧ

+ ǧ� · �Ṽx̂�in��, therefore,


− ǧ�Vx̃�in� + O�
Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in�
�


= 
g − ǧ + ǧ� · �Ṽx̂�in��


� 
g
2 + 
ǧ
2 + 
ǧ�
F
Ṽ
F
x̂�in�
2

� c1 + c2
Ṽ
F
x̂�in�
2 �B1�

where c1 and c2 are bounds of 
g
2+ 
ǧ
2, and 
ǧ f�
F, respectively.
The above inequality can be satisfied since it is true that activation
function vector g f and its derivatives are usually bounded.

Noting ďNN=−w̃Tǧ�Vx̂�in�+wT�−ǧ�Vx̃�in�+O�
Vx�in�− V̂x̂�in� 
 ��
from Eq. �B1�, it is clear that


ďNN
2 = 
− w̃Tǧ�Vx̂�in� + wT�− ǧ�Vx̃�in� + O�
Vx�in� − V̂x̂�in�
��


� 
w̃Tǧ�Vx̂�in�
 + 
w
F�c1 + c2
Ṽ
F
x̂�in�
�

� 
wTǧ�Vx̃�in�
 + 
ŵTǧ�Vx̂�in�
 + 
w
F�c1 + c2
Ṽ
F
x̂�in�
�

�c2
w
F
V
F
x̂�in�
2 + c2
V
F
ŵ
F
x̂�in�
2 + c1
w
F

+ c2
w
F
V
F
x̂�in�
2 + c2
w
F
Ṽ
F
x̂�in�
2

= �̌TY̌ �B2�

where �̌= �c1 
w
F , 2c2 
w
F 
V f
F , c2 
V
F , c2 
w
F�T.
Since neither w nor V is known, �̌ is an unknown parameter

vector. �

Appendix C

A. Consider a Lyapunov function candidate V= �1/2�ŝ2.
In viewing Eqs. �4� and �34� as well as the fact that
�̌ fi�0, and �̌bi�0, the time derivative of V is

V̇ = ŝṡ̂ = − k
b�x�

bl
ŝ2 −

b�x�
bl

�̌ fY̌ f�ŝ�−
b�x�

bl
�̌bY̌b�ua
ŝ�

+ ŝ��f�x� + ar�t�� + b�x�ua + � + b�x�us2�

� − kŝ2 + �so �C1�
which leads to

ŝ2�t� � exp�− 2kt�ŝ2�0� +
�so

k
�1 − exp�− 2kt��

or

�ŝ�t�� ��exp�− 2kt�ŝ2�0� +
�so

k
�1 − exp�− 2kt��

�C2�
By using the the third equation in Eq. �24�, inequality
�39� is obtained.

B. From inequality �39�, it is seen that

lim
t→�

�s� ���so

k
+ ���T�� �C3�

Hence, the inequality �40� is obtained �27�.
C. Using the same positive definite function as in A, it

can be easily verified that V̇�−kŝ2+�so since −ŝ��ŝ�
�0 holds. Hence, Result A remains valid, so does
Result B.

D. When all the system states are available, the output
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
feedback NNARC �25� changes to the state feedback
NNARC �21�, and the state estimates in all the adap-
tation laws changes to the actual states. Therefore, the
result is the same as that in �19,20�.

�
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